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What is a patent? 

 Intellectual property right awarded to an 
entity based on the conditions of 
– Novelty 

– Non-obviousness 

– Usefulness 

 Allows for monopolistic exploitation of the 
invention in exchange for disclosure 
– Incentive to invest in development of ideas 
(monopoly) 

– Benefits society by making idea public 
(disclosure) 
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Uses of Patent Data 
 Long history of use 

– As early as 1930’s, patents have been used as 
measures of R&D activity and output 

– Pioneered by Schmookler, Scherer, and Griliches 

 More recent uses 
– Innovative activity (inputs) and performance 

(output) 

– Knowledge flows within and between organizations 

– Firm knowledge search strategies 

– Inventor mobility 

– Technical human capital and inventor collaboration 

– Firm patenting activities, strategies, and signaling 
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Growth in Patent-Based Research 

 Many advantages of patent data 

– Readily available and standardized 

– Archival across firms, industries, and over time 

– Can be used in creative ways to measure many 
phenomena of interest 

 Resulted in dramatic number of publications 

– More than 1,500 publications using patent data! 

– SMJ ~500, MS ~250, RP ~350 

– Also increasing abuse of patent data and “patent 
fatigue” 
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Limitations of Patent Data 
 Not all innovations are patentable 

– Valuable outputs of R&D may not be patentable (e.g., 
scientific ideas, learning that something doesn’t work, 
solutions to some technical problems, etc.) 

 Firms don’t patent all innovations 
– Firms vary, even within industry, in their decision to 

patent inventions (or not) and their uses of patents 

– Some firms may rely on secrecy to protect ideas, while 
others may patent aggressive for strategic uses 

 Patents are not the same across industries 
– Discrete product industries like drugs tend to have fewer 

patents per product, while complex product industries 
like consumer electronics have hundreds 
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Patent Propensity 
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Example: Patent Propensity 
 Disentangle patentability & decision to patent 

– Patentability of firm R&D activity 

 Composition of R&D: basic research, applied research & 
development 

 Novelty: focus on new, rather than incremental, products 

– Firm decision to patent 

 Effectiveness of patents, secrecy and capabilities as 
appropriability mechanism 

 Strategic patenting for use in cross-licensing 

 Empirical approach 
– Match Carnegie-Mellon Survey to patent data 

– Explore relationships between patent measures (LHS) 
and firm R&D activities and strategies (RHS) 
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 Patentability 
– As expected, firm basic research is not associated with 

patent counts or citation-weighted patent counts (not 
patentable) 

– R&D activities to develop new products (novelty) are 
associated with fewer, not greater, patent counts; but 
associated with greater citation-weighted patent citations 

 Decision to patent 
– Strategic patenting is associated with greater patent 

counts, but not associated with citation-weighted patent 
counts 

– Secrecy is negatively associated with patent counts 

 Firm characteristics 
– Startups associated with both greater patent counts and 

citation-weighted patent counts 

Summary of Findings 
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 Patent Counts 
– Overstate less novel/more incremental innovative 

output 

– Strongly associated with patent effectiveness and 
strategic patenting, but possibly omit inventions 
protected through secrecy 

– Likely poor measure of innovative performance 

 Citation-Weighted Patent Counts 
– Associated with novel innovations and less impacted 

by secrecy and firm strategic patenting 

– Evidence supporting the utility of CWPC as measures 
of innovative performance 

Implications for Patent Data 
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Another Important Finding 

 Considerable heterogeneity within industry 

– Firms vary in both the patentability of their 
inventions and their decision to patent 

– Thus, simple industry controls such a industry 
fixed effects or restricting samples to a 
single industry do not adequately account for 
patent propensity 

– Implication is that to the degree that featured 
variables are correlated with omitted variables 
of firm-level patentability and decision to 
patent, regression coefficients may be biased 
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Measures of Knowledge Flows 

 Jaffe, Trajtenberg & Henderson (QJE 1993) 
– Seminal paper that established use of citations (to patents) 

as  
“paper trail” to measure spillovers to firms 

– Key finding is that nonpecuniary spillovers are 
geographically localized 

– 4,663 cites on Google Scholar 

 Uses of citation-based measures 
– Knowledge flows within and between firms (Almeida & Kogut 

1999; Rosenkopf & Almeida 2003; Duguet & MacGarvie 2005; 
Singh 2005; Agarwal, Ganco & Ziedonis 2009; Singh & Agrawal 
2011) 

– Knowledge flows from universities (Narin et al. 1997; 
Henderson et al. 1998; Mowery et al. 2002; Gittelman & Kogut 
2003; Sorenson & Fleming 2004) 

– Knowledge flows across geographic boundaries (Duguet & 
MacGarvie 2005; Singh 2005; MacGarvie 2006; Huang & Li 2012) 
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Assumptions & Validity of Citations 

 Key assumptions 
– Citations are useful, but imperfect, measure of knowledge 

flows 

– Imperfections are simply “noise” and are not correlated 
with other observable or unobservable variables, nor with 
other variables unrelated with knowledge flows 

– Coefficient estimates likely attenuated, but unbiased 

 Limited evidence on validity of assumptions 
– Jaffe, Fogarty & Banks (1998) and Jaffe, Trajtenberg & 

Fogarty (2002) find evidence of a systematic relationship 
between citations and knowledge flows, but much of the 
variation is unexplained and we know little about whether it 
is noise or systematic bias 

 Critical questions: 

– Are citations noisy, or are they systematically biased? 

– If citations are biased, what are the sources of bias? 
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Several Causes for Concern 
 Not all inventions are patentable or patented  

– Unpatented inventions are different than patented inventions 

– Unpatented inventions may use different knowledge 

– Firms vary, even within industry, in their propensity to patent 

 Not all knowledge flows are citable or cited 
– Tacit knowledge and know-how are not in citable form 

– Not all codified knowledge is publicly available (trade secrets) 

– Duty to disclose prior art is different from norms to cite 
publications 

 Citations may be influenced by firm strategies 
– Appropriability strategies influence both patenting and citing 

– Citing strategies to strengthen patents against litigation 

 Patent examiners add citations 
– >40% of citations are added by examiners; systematic difference 

between examiner and firm added citations (Alcacer & Gittelman 2006; 
Alcacer, Gittelman & Sampat 2009) 
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Empirical Approach 
 Approach 

1. Compare patent citations and survey data as measures of 
knowledge flows from public research 

2. Estimate measurement model to explore where distinct measures 
agree and disagree, suggesting possible sources of measurement 
error 

3. Estimate illustrative model of firm innovative performance to 
assess importance and direction of bias associated with patent 
citations as measure of knowledge flows 

 Findings 
– Evidence of non-classical measurement error associated with 

typically unobserved knowledge flows and strategic patenting & 
citing behaviors 

– Nonpatent references are better than patent references as 
measure of knowledge flows from public research 

– Citations underestimate impact of public research on industrial R&D 
and innovative performance 
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 What NPR citations capture 

– Knowledge flows through channels of open science (e.g. 
publications) that tend to suggest new project ideas for firm’s 
applied research 

 What NPR citations don’t capture, but should (errors of 
omission) 

– Knowledge flows through private, contract-based relationships, 
especially that used to solve technical problems 

– Knowledge flows to firm basic research activity  

 What NPR citations capture, but shouldn’t (errors of 
commission) 

– Differences in appropriability and citing strategies. 

– Citation practices that may be tied more to scientific norms to 
cite prior research rather than actual use of public research  

Summary of Findings 
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Guidance for Future Research 
 Citations do not measure broad knowledge flows, but 

rather specific types and uses of knowledge 

– Sources of errors of omission and commission should guide 
thinking about limitations in citations and possible 
controls 
• For example, to the extent that geographically proximate knowledge 

flows are tacit or not cited, citations likely understate proximity 
effects and may be systematically biased 

– Scholars should give careful consideration to what 
citations can and cannot measure and interpret results 
accordingly 

– Use citations as specific, rather than broad, measures and 
discuss possible limitations 
• Citations to NPRs to examine the impact of scientific publications on firm 

invention are likely valid (Gittleman & Kogut 2003, Sorenson & Fleming 2004) 

August 3, 2012 
Measuring Knowledge Flows: Patent and 

Non-Patent Data  
17 
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Effective Use of Patent Data 

 Start by asking key questions 

– What is the phenomenon or theory of interest? 

– Are patents the right data to use? 

 Seriously consider the strengths and 
limitations of patent data 

– Know when they can and cannot be used 

 Alternative/additional measures 

– Employ complementary alternative measures when 
possible 

– Attempt to control for firm heterogeneity 
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Now on to new data 
and methods! 


